
CHANDRAX-ray Center 60 Garden St., Cambridge Massahusetts 02138 USAMEMORANDUMDate: July 11, 2002From: Beth Biller, Diab JeriusTo:Subjet: Measurement of Vignetting from G21.5 ObservationsRe:C:File: G21.5_memo.texVersion: 3.3
AbstratWe measured vignetting as a funtion of o�-axis angle � normalized by on-axis vignetting. Weused G21.5, a bright, non-piled up supernova remnant, as our test soure. G21.5 was observed at 6di�erent o�-axis angles (00, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, orresponding to obsids 1838-1843) for �8 kse eah.The 150 and 200 observations and half of the 50 observation had to be disarded due to bakgroundaring. For eah usable observation, we reated a series of exposure maps for 1 keV bins in the0-10 keV energy band. Exposure maps were weighted using a spetral �t to the on-axis observation.Bakgrounds extrated 50 o�-soure were subtrated from the soure ounts. We ompare measuredvignetting with theoretial vignetting determined in raytrae simulations and �nd that the two agreeto within 10%.

1 OverviewFor an on-axis observation, the entirety of the e�etive area for all 6 HRMA shells ontribute to theoverall observed soure brightness. However, if a soure is observed o�-axis, the e�etive area ontribut-ing to overall observed soure brightness dereases, sine the projeted area of the mirrors derease aso�-axis angle inreases.Vignetting is the ratio of o�-axis to on-axis e�etive area. Current tables of vignetting values in theCALDB are based on the results of HRMA raytrae simulations. In this memo, we measure vignettingfrom on-orbit observations at a series of o�-axis angles � and energies. These results an be diretlyompared with the raytrae results used in the CALDB vignetting tables.
2 Experimental SetupWe utilized a series of o�-axis exposures of G21.5, a nearby supernova remnant, to investigate mirrorvignetting as a funtion of o�-axis angle. We hose G21.5 beause it is a bright soure with a wellknown spetrum whih should not be a�eted by pileup. Exposures were taken at o�-axis angles � of00, 20, 50, 100, 150, and 200. These exposures orrespond, in order of inreasing o�-axis angle, to obsids1838-1843. The aimpoint for all these observations was at the S3 aimpoint position, with an additionalsim z o�set applied to plae the soure on the same hip position at eah o�-axis angle. By onsistentlyplaing the soure at the same hip position, our observations should be una�eted by spatial variationsin quantum eÆieny aross the detetor.
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G21.5 Vignetting
3 Analysis FrameworkWe alulate 3 useful diagnosti quantities. The �rst of these we'll label R1(�), a diret measure ofvignetting. For a partiular o� axis angle (�), sky position (p), aperture size (a), and energy range(�e), the ounts C(�e) reeived at the detetor is:C(�e) = a Z�e de E(�; e) F (e; p) (1)where E is our exposure map orretion and F is the soure spetrum. We assume our exposure maporretion E is onstant over �e. Then:C(�e) = aE(�) Z�e de F (e; p) (2)Our exposure map orretion onsists of three di�erent parts,E(�) = V (�)Ae�Q (3)a mirror vignetting fator V, e�etive area Ae� , and quantum eÆieny Q.R1(�), the ratio of ounts o� axis (at some angle �) vs. on axis is:

R1(�) = C(�e; �)C(�e; 0) = V (�)Von (4)For the purpose of alulating R1(�), we onsider Q to be a onstant at di�erent o� axis angles �,sine our exposures were expliitly taken with spei� sim z o�sets in order to always plae the soureon the same spot of the hip. However, soure size on the detetor will vary when observing the samesoure at di�erent o�-axis angles. To hek whether Q is truly onstant as a funtion of o�-axis angle,we alulate R2(�) as follows:We alulate an exposure orretion E2 setting both vignetting and mirror e�etive area to 1, thusorreting the data only for the di�erene in detetor Q. In other words:E2 = Q(�) (5)Dividing ounts by E2, we get: C(�e)E2 = V (�)Ae� Z�e de F (e; p) (6)If we alulate R2(�) like so:
R2(�) = C(�e; �)E2(�) ,C(�e; 0)E2(0) (7)we should get R1(�) bak out. Thus, alulating R2(�) lets us determine whether it is an aeptableapproximation to onsider Q onstant at di�erent o�-axis angles.We alulate a third diagnosti quantity, R3(�), in order to determine how well the full exposuremap orrets for o�-axis vignetting. In this ase, we set E3 equal to:E3 = V (�)Ae�Q (8)If we alulate R3(�) like so:
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G21.5 Vignetting
Table 1: Summary Table of ObservationsO�-Axis Angle � Obsid Usable Exposure Time() s0 1838 7854.4662 1839 7658.5795 1840 3583.95610 1841 7999.80215 1842 {20 1843 {

R3 = C(�e; �)E3(�) ,C(�e; 0)E3(0) (9)we expet to �nd a value of R3(�) of 1.
4 DataA summary table of the observations and orresponding o�-axis angle is presented in Table 1. A samplespetrum (with power law �t) for the on-axis observation obsid 1838 is presented in Fig. 1.4.1 Quality of DataWe �ltered the data for periods of high bakground. Lighturves were alulated from the level 2event �les using a 1002 retangular region entered �50 from the soure. The same region (in elestialoordinates) was used for all obsids. Lighturves for eah obsid and o�-axis angle are presented inFig. 2. Eah temporal bin has a length of 200 s.Obsids 1838, 1839, and 1841 (00, 20, and 100 o�-axis) were taken during periods of low bakground(�0.42 ounts/s for the entire 1002 region) and an be used with minimal �ltering. Periods of highbakground in obsid 1840 (50 o�-axis) require �ltering out the entire seond half of the observation.Bakground was onsistently high throughout obsids 1842 and 1843 (150 and 200 o�-axis), renderingthese obsids unusable. The total usable exposure time for the 00, 20, 50, and 100 o�-axis pointingsare presented in Table 1. We have requested that the 50, 150, and 200 o�-axis pointings of G21.5 bereobserved.4.2 Building Exposure MapsFor eah o�-axis angle observation of G21.5, a series of exposure maps was generated for irular regionsentered on the soure with a radius of 0.710. Exposure maps were also generated for a retangular1002 bakground region entered �50 from the soure (this is the same region utilized for lighturvedetermination). The same soure and bakground regions (in elestial oordinates) were used for eaho�-axis angle. (For a more detailed disussion of bakground determination, see x4.3.) A series ofexposure maps was generated for 1 keV energy bins overing the 0-10 keV energy band. This energybin width was hosen in order to assure a high (�10) signal to noise ratio at energies smaller than 7
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Figure 1: Spetrum of G21.5 On-Axis (obsid 1838). Fit is a power law plus nH absorption.
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Figure 2: Un�ltered lighturves for obsids 1838-1843.
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G21.5 Vignetting
keV. Exposure maps were weighted aording to a spetral �t of the on-axis observations (obsid 1838,see Fig. 1). Exposure maps were generated for the ases desribed in x3.We alulated 3 quantities for eah o�-axis angle and energy bin (Æe):1) Bakground subtrated ounts (in units of ounts/arse2/s):C(�e; �) = Cs � Cbasab (10)where Cs and Cb are soure and bakground ount rates respetively, and as and ab are soure andbakground apertures respetively.2) Bakground subtrated ounts orreted using E2:C(�e; �)E2 = CsE2soure � CbasabE2bak (11)3) Bakground subtrated ounts orreted using E3:C(�e; �)E3 = CsE3soure � CbasabE3bak (12)Dividing eah of these 3 quantities at some angle � by the orresponding quantity at �=0 gives usR1(�), R2(�), and R3(�) respetively as a funtion of energy bin. (See x2). Plots of these quantities arepresented and disussed in x5.4.3 Bakground IssuesWe onsidered two di�erent methods of bakground determination for this dataset { bakground sub-tration using the ACIS bakground dataset or using a bakground extrated o�-soure from the imageitself. We disuss the bene�ts and pitfalls of eah method below. With both, it is impossible to simulateboth the sim z position and o�-axis angle used in observing the soure.The ACIS bakgrounds were observed on-axis with a negligible sim z o�set. An o�-axis region fromthe ACIS bakground orresponding to the o�-axis angle of the soure an be hosen { however, it willnot possess the same sim z o�set as our soure. While mirror vignetting e�ets due to o�-axis angle willbe onsistent between soure and bakground, soure and bakground will fall on di�erent regions of thehip. Variation of quantum eÆieny aross the hip will have to be taken into aount between soureand bakground. Not only will bakground ome from a di�erent part of the hip than the soure,bakground will fall at a di�erent hip position for eah o�-axis angle. Variation of quantum eÆienyaross the hip will also have to be onsidered between di�erent bakgrounds. Compliating mattersfurther, our bakground region using this method would fall o� of the S3 hip for o�-axis angles greaterthan 50. In addition, the ACIS bakground datasets were observed at di�erent galati latitudes thanour soure, and thus, possess a di�erent neutral hydrogen olumn density than the soure.Instead of using the ACIS bakgrounds, bakground was determined from a retangular region onthe image 50 from the soure. While bakgrounds determined from the image are still at a di�erento�-axis angle than the soure, the sim z o�set is the same. Bakground will ome from a di�erent partof the hip than the soure, but will onsistently fall at the same hip position for eah o�-axis angle.Quantum eÆieny will not vary between di�erent o�-axis angle bakgrounds. Furthermore, it is alwayspossible to derive a bakground from the image (no danger of falling o� the hip). This leads to a moreuniform handling of bakgrounds than possible in the ACIS bakground ase. The bakground willalso fall loser to the soure for o�-axis angles greater than 50 than the omparable ACIS bakground.We expet the bakground derived from the image to more realistially reet the bakground at thesoure, sine it ensures that the value of neutral hydrogen olumn density is the same in both soure6 / 14
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Figure 3: Image bakgrounds overlaid on top of an on-axis ACIS bakground for obsids 1838-1841.
and bakground. Overall, bakground derived from the image o�er us a less ambiguous measure ofvignetting than the ACIS bakgrounds.We ompare our image bakgrounds to an on-axis ACIS bakground in order to determine howinterhangeable they are (Fig. 3). We �nd more emission at low energies in the image bakground, dueto di�erenes in galati nH olumn between the bakgrounds. Overall the bakgrounds are similar.Our bakgrounds aren't perfet, but they are adequate for the purpose of bakground subtration.Bakground is still small ompared with the soure here. We divided the soure ounts (for all threeexposure orretion ases) by bakground ounts and plotted the results in Fig. 4. In the energy rangeof 2000-6000 eV, bakground is more than 200 times weaker than the soure. Thus, bakground doesnot ontribute notieably to the total error.
5 Results and AnalysisR1, R2, and R3 are plotted as a funtion of energy for � = 2 (Fig. 5), 5 (Fig. 6), and 100 (Fig. 7). Theratio of e�etive areas from raytrae models are also overplotted. R1 is onsistent with the raytraemodel ratio within 10% for all three values of � and energies less than 8 keV. R2 is universally onsistentwith R1, so our assumption of a � independent Q orretion is reasonable. For all three �'s and energies
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Figure 4: Soure Counts divided by Bakground Counts for obsids 1838-1841.
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Figure 5: Spetra taken at 20 o�-axis divided by on-axis spetra. R1 (represented as a ross), R2(squares), and R3 (triangles) are plotted as a funtion of energy. Bakground subtrationfrom image.
less than 8 keV, R3 is onsistent with unity to within 10%.At higher energies (8 keV and above), the bakground begins to dominate over soure ounts. We�nd larger errors as a result. R1 and R2 ontinue to be onsistent with the raytrae model ratio, butwithin a greater range of unertainty. R3 remains onsistent with unity, exept for the 10 keV point,where it diverges from unity by 50%. Another soure of error in these numbers whih is not reeted inthe error bars is the fat that the bakground ounts were taken from a di�erent o�-axis angle than thesoure ounts. To aount for this di�erene in o�-axis angle, we are fored to orret the bakgroundusing the CALDB HRMA vignetting funtion in order to subtrat it from the data. While this a�etsour result trivially at low energies, where soure prevails over bakground, it is an issue above 8 keV (seeFig. 4), where S/N �10. These high-energy points annot be interpreted as vignetting measurementsat a single value of �.While R3 is onsistent within error to 1, it also seems to mirror the energy dependene of R1 andR2. This suggests that we have failed to divide out all the dependene on vignetting.
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Figure 6: Spetra taken at 50 o�-axis divided by on-axis spetra. R1 (represented as a ross), R2(squares), and R3 (triangles) are plotted as a funtion of energy. Bakground subtrationfrom image.
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Figure 7: Spetra taken at 100 o�-axis divided by on-axis spetra. R1 (represented as a ross), R2(squares), and R3 (triangles) are plotted as a funtion of energy. Bakground subtrationfrom image.
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6 Conlusions and Further WorkAt energies where soure brightness prevails above bakground brightness (�7 keV), we �nd that R1and R2 agree to within 10% to the ratio of e�etive areas from raytrae models for the same � value.R3 is onsistent with unity to within 10% for these energies.Sine we will be reobserving the 50, 150, and 200 pointings, this work serves only as a preliminaryanalysis. We suggest a ouple methods to improve results for these future observations: 1) longerexposures allowing us to use a �ner energy grid. 2) separate bakground observations. In other words,use the same sim z o�set and o�-axis angle, but point at blank sky instead of G21.5. Then use thatexposure as a bakground. This means that high energy points will be believable even if S/N isn't thatgood, beause we are unambiguously using only one o�-axis angle.We alulated estimates of neessary exposure time to produe 20%, 15%, 10% and 5% frationalerrors for our 1 keV bins (assuming soure and bakground exposure time are the same and usingstandard propagation of error.) Estimates were made for eah energy bin for whih we generatedexposure maps, eah o�-axis angle, and R1�3. Estimates for 20% errors are presented in Table 2.Estimates for 15% errors are presented in Table 3. Estimates for 10% errors are presented in Table 4.Estimates for 5% errors are presented in Table 5.Our �8 kse exposure times easily provide us with �5% errors for the 1-6 keV bins. Not surprisingly,this is the energy range where signal is highest. In the higher energy bins where signal is lower, thesituation is less optimisti { we �nd �10% errors for the 7 keV band, �15% errors for the 8 keV band,and �20% errors for the 9.25 keV band. To produe �5% errors for the 7 keV band would require twieas long an exposure. To produe similar errors for the 8 or 9.25 keV energy bands would require 5-10times as long an exposure.If we assume that events are spaed evenly within eah 1000 eV bin, we an make estimates ofneessary exposure time to produe 10% errors for smaller bins. Consider 500 eV bins. If, in eah 500eV bin, we �nd half the events that we would �nd in a 1000 eV bin ontaining the 500 eV bin, thentwie the exposure time is needed to produe 10% errors for the 500 eV bin relative to the 1000 eV bin.We �nd that our exposure time of 8 kse is adequate to produe �5% errors for 500 eV energy binsin the 1-6 keV energy range and �10% errors for 500 eV energy bins in the 6-8 keV range. Exposuretimes on the order of 40-200 kse are neessary to produe �10% errors for the 8-10 keV range.
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Table 2: Exposure Times required for fra-tional errors within 20%� Energy R1 R2 R3(0) keV s s s2 1000 220 220 2202 2000 54 54 542 3000 69 69 692 4000 93 93 942 5000 162 162 1622 6000 352 352 3532 7000 890 893 9012 8000 3135 3195 33492 9250 9872 11080 213725 1000 223 225 2255 2000 56 56 565 3000 71 71 715 4000 95 95 955 5000 162 163 1635 6000 368 368 3685 7000 1072 1091 10965 8000 3191 3372 34615 9250 12486 16577 2313010 1000 234 234 23410 2000 58 58 5810 3000 74 74 7410 4000 102 103 10310 5000 184 184 18410 6000 426 427 42610 7000 1265 1277 127410 8000 5220 5486 523310 9250 17306 36203 25195

Table 3: Exposure Times required for fra-tional errors within 15%� Energy R1 R2 R3(0) keV s s s2 1000 392 392 3922 2000 97 97 972 3000 123 123 1232 4000 167 167 1672 5000 288 288 2882 6000 627 627 6282 7000 1583 1588 16022 8000 5574 5681 59542 9250 17551 19697 379965 1000 397 400 4005 2000 100 100 1005 3000 126 127 1275 4000 169 170 1705 5000 289 290 2905 6000 654 654 6555 7000 1906 1940 19495 8000 5674 5995 61535 9250 22199 29470 4112010 1000 416 416 41710 2000 104 104 10410 3000 132 132 13210 4000 183 183 18310 5000 327 327 32710 6000 758 759 75910 7000 2250 2271 226510 8000 9280 9753 930410 9250 30766 64362 44792
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Table 4: Exposure Times required for fra-tional errors within 10%� Energy R1 R2 R3(0) keV s s s2 1000 882 882 8832 2000 218 218 2182 3000 278 278 2782 4000 375 375 3762 5000 649 649 6492 6000 1410 1411 14132 7000 3564 3574 36042 8000 12542 12783 133972 9250 39491 44319 854965 1000 894 901 9015 2000 225 225 2255 3000 285 285 2855 4000 382 382 3825 5000 651 652 6535 6000 1472 1472 14745 7000 4290 4366 43865 8000 12767 13488 138455 9250 49945 66310 9252110 1000 936 938 93810 2000 235 235 23510 3000 297 297 29710 4000 411 412 41210 5000 737 737 73710 6000 1707 1708 170710 7000 5062 5110 509610 8000 20880 21945 2093510 9250 69221 144812 100788

Table 5: Exposure Times required for fra-tional errors within 5%� Energy R1 R2 R3(0) keV s s s2 1000 3528 3529 35332 2000 874 874 8742 3000 1113 1113 11132 4000 1503 1503 15042 5000 2596 2597 25992 6000 5643 5647 56552 7000 14257 14297 144172 8000 50166 51130 535862 9250 157959 177271 3419985 1000 3578 3603 36065 2000 900 901 9015 3000 1141 1143 11435 4000 1528 1530 15315 5000 2605 2611 26125 6000 5890 5890 58965 7000 17163 17468 175465 8000 51067 53956 553845 9250 199776 265254 37007110 1000 3745 3753 375310 2000 941 941 94110 3000 1190 1191 119110 4000 1647 1648 164810 5000 2949 2948 294910 6000 6828 6835 683210 7000 20250 20442 2038610 8000 83526 87784 8374610 9250 276904 579280 403156
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